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It's not Santa Claus,
but Ed Lewis, just
returned (incognito)
from Switzerland
where a happy
Caltech crowd was
waiting to help him
celebrate his Nobel
Prize. The inset
shows Lewis on the
covel' of the November 1957 EII<S.

Edward B. Le".ris appeared on the cover of EDS
once before-in November 1957, looking much
younger, of course, but still surrounded by the
jars of the fruit flies known to biologists as
Drosophila mri:wngaster. In the cover article, a
mere three pages long, entitled "Two \'lfings or
Four?", Lewis described the discovery of a group
of Drosophilrt genes called the bithorax complex
and the construction of a strain of mutant flies
with four vlings instead of the usual tv.'O. The
1957 article concluded: "\Ve now have a working model for picturing the genetic control of
development. \Vhether it is the correct model or
not remains to be seen. In pursuing that model.,
however, we should make progress in our understanding of the living organism."
Lewis's model was indeed correct. And the
progress he made over the next decades "in our
understanding of the living organism" won him
the 1995 Nobel Prize in physiologr or medicine.
Lewis shared the prize with Christiane NiissleinVolhard of the Max Planck Institute in Tiibingen
and Eric \Vieschaus of Princeton University who,
according to the official release from the Nobel
Committee, "were able to identif}r and classify a
small number of genes that are of key importance
in determining the body plan and the formation
of body segments." Lewis was cited, in part, for
discovering "how genes v.rere arranged in the
same order on the chromosomes as the body
segments they controlled." "Together," said the
committee, "these three scientists have achieved
a breakthrough that will help explain congenital
malformations in man."
Although other discoveries in the past dozen

years have shown the relevance of Lewis's research
to medicine, he has worked only with flies. In a
remarkably consistent career, Lewis has worked
with Drosopbila for 60 years, continuing a tradition that had been brought to Cal tech by Thomas
Hunt Morgan. -Morgan was the first to use
Drosophila for genetic srudies; he began working
with this organism at Columbia University in
1908. Soon this tiny fly, with its 10-day life
cycle, became the most famous experimental
animal in the world, and by breeding generation
after generation of flies, Morgan and his students
established that genes, located on the chromosomes, are the units of heredity. In 1928, at the
persuasive invitation of Caltech's Robert Millikan, Morgan moved to Pasadena with his stocks
of flies and his whole research group-a group
that included Calvin Bridges and Alfred Sturte'lam, who in 1911 had made the discovery that
genes are arranged on a chromosome in linear
order like beads on a string ..Morgan, who won
the Nobel Prize in 19?,3, recognized the contributions of Br.i.dges und Sturtevant by generously
dividing the prize to support the education of
their children.
1f'vis remembers Morgan from the early
forties as someone by then no longer very active
in the laboratory, but Vi hose legacy had already
imprinted itself on Caltech's biology division.
"Morgan didn't like any speculation that
smacked of mysticism," Lewis remembers.
"instead, he and his students carried out simple,
clean experiments designed to test specific
hypocheses." Lewis has clearly followed in [he
same "reductionist" tradition.
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-rhomas Hunt ,Vlorgan
(below) founded
jf)rosophila research,
as well as Caitech's
biology division, of
which he was its
chairman until i 946.
(J:l'uit.fly Dottles
looked preity Much
the saine 80 years
ago.)
~ight: GeO!)rge Beadle,
(on ihe leTt) who succeeded Morgan as
chairman, with Alfred
Sturtevant, and Ed
Lewis circa i 960.

The l,tWS of
genetics had never
depended upon
knowing what
the gelleswere
chemically c1l2d
U'ottld hold true
euw if they 'were
made of grew
cheese.

\\fhcn Morgan was collecting his Nobel Prize,
Lewis, the son of a ,;vatchmaker in \\filkes-Barre,
Pennsylvania, was ii freshman in high school.
There happened to be a good public library in
\\filkes-Barre, where Lewis discovered in its one
scientific journal, S,tu!ce, an ad offering stocks of
DI'()jOpbiL7 from Purdue University. In 1934
Lewis and his friend Edward NoviIski (now
professor of genetics, emeritus, aI the University
of Oregon), ordered some and cultured them in
their high-school blOlogy laboratory. Novitski
carried on a correspondence with Professor Rifenberg at Purdue, where he eventually went to
college, and also with Calvin Bridges at Cal tech,
who sent the young men free batches of flies.
After a year at Bucknell University on a music
scholarship (he srill plays the flute), Lewis transferred to the University of Minnesota, where he
encountered Professor Clarence P. Oliver, who, in
the Morgan tradition, "gave me a desk in his lab
and complete freedom to carry out Drosophila
work. I was working in the lab whenever I
could, although iI \VaSn'I for course credit. You
wouldn't expect this to happen at a big university, but it did." Ir was here that Lewis began
work on a rough-eyed mutation, first called 'starrecessive,' bur later renamed 'asteroid.' Novitski
had found the mutation at Purdue and sent it to
him. These mutations did not: quite behave like
a series of murations of the same gene, as wbuld
be expected. Lewis graduated ftom Minnesota in
two years (1939) with a degree in biostatistics
(because zoology would have taken another year).
Then he was av,'arded a teaching fellowship at
Caltech. Lewis chose as his adviser Alfred
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Sturtevant, who, like Morgan, encouraged his
students to go their own way. Lewis continued
with his work on the rough-eyed flies: "It looked
as though the gene might be either subdivisible,
or, the way we really interpreted it, the gene was
really a cluster of genes that acted like a single
one."
After earning his PhD in 1942, Lewis studied
meteorology at Caltech, as an Army Air Force
cadet, and oceanography in a crash course at
UCLA. After a stint of forecasting weather at
Hickam Field on Oahu, he was assigned to the
Tenth Army and shipped out to Okinawa in
April of 1945, where he lived aboard one of the
command ships that had the necessary weather
data, "such as it was." In 1946 he returned to
Cal tech, where :Millikan had promised him there
would be a job waiting. Little had changed at
Caltech. "It was much the same as when I was a
graduate student," said Lewis, "because the same
faculty members were still here. I came back as
an instructor. There was always freedom to do
research and a lot of interaction with faculty, not
only in biology."
Lewis considered it a lucky time, a golden age.
"I feel sorry in a way for young people who come
in now. There's so much 1:0 learn and so much
competition. The era of 'big science' was just
getting off the ground then. Everything seemed
exciting, all the problems. They also seemed
beyond solution. That sounds contradictoryto be excited about something that's beyond
solving. \\Te didn't know what the genes were,
so we tried to deduce how they worked from
purely genetic experiments. Genetics is an

The genes of the
bithorax complex
regulate development
of the fruit.fly's pos·
terior half; these
genes (abX/bx through
iab·9) are lined up on
the molecular map in
the same order that
they are turned on in
the fly. They fall into
three functional do·
mains, color·coded
here on the fly's body,
each containing a
highly conserved segment of DNA called a
homeobox. They're
named Ubx or Ultra·
bithorax (green); abdA or abdominal.A
(blue), and Abd·B or
Abdom;nal·B (yellow).

The four·winged fruit
fly, born in the 19505,
made the £&5 cover
in 1981 and the Nobel
Prize cake in 1995.
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abstract subject, which allows one co deduce
many properties of the genes withom any
knowledge of what the genes are made of.
Actually, the dogma of the t ime was that they
were proteins, but this didn't help, and in fact
was completely wrong. "
Drosophila genetics had many advantages then,
and now, according to Lewis. "There was an
immense background of information available as
well as hundreds of mutants. All of the obvious
things had been done by then, so you could go
into greater depth of analysis than you could in
any other organism. You could begin CO try to
see how a gene is constructed, even though DNA
hadn' t yet been determined to be the hered ita ry
material. The laws of genetics had never depe nded upon knowing what the genes were chemically
and would hold true even if they were made of
g reen cheese."
Returni ng to his original pre-war hypothesis
for the origin of new genes, Lewis now found a
gene cluster that at first appeared to be a single
gene but turned out to be a group of very closely
linked genes. These genes determined the
development of the posterior half of the Drosophila fly-pare of the thorax and the entire
abdomen-and we re indeed the very cl uster he
had been looking for. He named it the bithorax
complex.
This is where the four-winged fly came in.
Using x-rays to induce mutations in the bithorax
complex, Lewis constructed a strain of fruit flies
with four wings, the second set of which actually
resulted fro m a duplication of the thoracic segment. Although the four-winged fly became the
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most visible symbol of the bithorax complex (it
g raced another E&S cover in 1981 and, created
in frosting, the cake at Lewi s's campus Nobel
celebration), it was really JUSt a "stunt," according
to Lewis. "It wasn't connected to the theory,"
says Lewis. "It was just a byproduct of the theory
that we were testing."
The genes of the bi thorax complex are called
homeotic ge nes, a word coined more than a
hundred years ago co mean a type of variat ion in
which "something has been changed into the
likeness of something else." Calvin Bridges
found the first homeotic gene in 19 15, and
hypothesized th at gene dupl ications occur
naturally and in tande m . Lewis carried the idea
further to theori ze that the origi nal gene maintains its old fu nction , while the copied gene takes
on a new role. Lewis speculated rhat all these
genes were descended from an anc ient homeotic
gene as the res ult of a series of duplications and
diversifications by mutations. This theory provides an elegant and simple mechanism to
explain how simple forms of life evolve into more
complex ones. It also yielded a d ividend: with
the bithorax complex, Lewis had found a critical
group of functionally related developmental
genes-genes that control how an organism
develops from egg to adult. H e has stuck with
this system ever si nce, tryi ng to learn everything
that these genes can reveal about this process.
O ver the next few decades Lewis expe rimented
on the bi thorax complex, painstak ingly knocking
out genes with x-rays, cross-breed ing mutated
flies for hundreds upon hund reds of generations
to discover which body parts were controlled by
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Drosophila
Homeotic gene
expression is highly
correlated among
species, as can be
seen here in the fruit ~
fly embryo (top) and
mouse embryo (bot ~
tom). The fly and
mouse genes are
arranged in clusters:
the mouse has four,
only one of which is
shown, while two
clusters control the
development of the
fly-the Antennapedia
complex (red through
purple) determines
the fly's anterior end
and the bithorax
complex (green
through yellow), the
posterior end. The
homeobox sequences
of the two species are
very similar.
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Winning the Nobel
Prize can't keep Lewis
from the really impor.
tant things, like the
graduate students'
Halloween party at
Prufrock House. This
is indeed Lewis in the
leopard skin peering
out of the barbell;
he's dressed as a
Rene Magritte paint~
ing called Perpetual
Motion.
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which genes. Lewis's exhaustive analysis of
mutations in the bithorax complex spelled Ollt
how normal emb ryon ic development can go
awry. And he found some extrao rdi nary things.
"We discovered that during early developmem,
dle genes comrol how the body segmems develop
in a hierarch ical man ner. The closer a body segment is [Q rhe posterio r of the organism, rhe more
genes of the complex are turned on, always in an
order that apparemly coincides with the order of
the genes in rhe ch romosome. This law seems to
hold as well for the homeoric com plexes in verrebrates, inel Lid i ng h lIman beings ." I n Drosophila,
the fact that more and mo re ge nes are turned on
toward t he fly's posterior end means that the
abdomen is the most highly developed part of the
fl y. Lewis calls t his the "abdomen ization" of the
organism, a phenomenon, he likes to tell in
public lectures, that is probably familiar to older
members of the audience. (Lewis, 77 , stays trim
with daily swi ms in the Cal tech pool. )
In the 1980s othe r researchers isolated a
similar cluster, which they named Anrennapedia,
that performs the sa me function for the anterior
part of the fly. (lts name comes from a mutation
that causes legs instead of ante nnae to sprout
from the fly's head.) Together, these two gene
complexes, whi ch represent less than one percent
of the fly's total complement of genes, playa
regulatory role far out of proportion to their
numbers. T hey are the architects of the body
plan, which tell all the pa res how and where to
form. T hen, Walter Gehring and his colleagues
at the U niversity of Basel (Switzerland ) and :tvfarr
Scott and A. J. Weiner, while in T horn Kaufman·s lab at Ind iana Univers ity, independenrly
isolated a shott seq uence of DNA-{JOly 180 base
pairs long- from both the bi(hora'{ and Anrennaped ia complexes. Named the homeobox by
Gehring, this DNA fragment was used to
identify similar complexes in other orga nisms,
including human beings.
The ubiquitous homeobox is so high ly conserved among so many animals, co m mencing
wi th the most primitive worms, t hat it is now a
powerful marker for (racing evolutionary lineages
throughout t he animal kingdom. Its discovery
also substantiates the theory tbat the homeotic
ge ne cl usters arose by a process of tandem
dupl ication, lend ing int rigui ng credence to
Lewis's original theory that all the homeotic
genes wefe descended from one anciem ge ne.
Such an ances tral ge ne would have left its trace
as a si ngle conserved fragment of ON A-l ike
the homeobox.
Although he never abandoned DrOJophiia
during all the intervening decades, Lewis did

Sans beard, Lewis
enjoys his homecom·
ing party with col.
leagues (from left)
Nonnan Horowitz and
Herschel Mitchell,
both emeritus profes·
sors of biology, and
with Annamarie
Mitchell.
At far right, Lewis
arrives at the festivi.
ties with his wife,
Pamela.

make a deviation (0 put his knowledge to service
in some of the controversial public health issues
of the fifties. From using x·tays to create specific
genetic mutations, it was only a small jump to
the suggestion that x-rays could also cause mutations in body cells that could lead to cancer.
This hypothesis had firsr been advanced in 1928,
aga in using Drosophila, by H. J. Mulier, another
student of Morgan's. (He later won the Nobel
Prize for demonstrating that x-rays can induce
mutations.)
In 1957, in a paper in Science, Lewis showed
that there is a linear relation between the amount
of expOSLUe to radiation and the incidence of
human leukemia down to doses as low as 50 rads.
He was called to testify before the Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy to present
his findings. Although the idea that cancer is
caused by mutations is accepted now, it was very
controversial at the time, says Lewis. Physicians
we ren't trained in genetics, and geneticists were
reluctant to consider the effects of mutations on
body cells. As a result of his landmark paper, he
was appointed to the National Committee on
Rad iation, an advisory committee to the U.S.
Public Health Service; later he served on committees of the National Academy of Sciences on
biological effects of ion izing radiation, and on the
National Council of Rad iation Pcotecrion. In the
late fifties Lewis also helped stop an experiment
to inject radioactive tritiated water into the Los
Angeles basin's groundwater to track its route.
Meanwhile, Lewis had been promoted to full
professor in 1956. [n 1966 he was named the
Thomas H unt Morgan Professor of Biology,

when Sturtevant, who first held the chair, retired .
"It had something to do with maintaini ng the
Droxophila rradition," says Lewis, "and 1 was the
only full-t ime facul ty member doing Drosophila."
1n an article, "Remembering Sturtevant" published this month in Genetics, Lewis descr ibes
Sturtevant's fascination with pedigrees, perhaps
not un usual for a geneticist, which had inspired
Sturtevant to compile an intellectual pedigree of
his own. "Sturtevant, of course, was a direct
descendant ofT. H. Morgan and of E. B. Wilson,
another eminent biologist who was a contemporary and friend of Morgan's ar Columbia. Morgan and Wilson were, in turn, direct descendants
of Martin and Brooks, two men who were at
Johns Hopkins U niversity where Morgan had
obtained his doctorate; Martin was descended
from T. H . Huxley and Brooks from Louis
Agassiz; and so it went."
Lewis himself is shown in these pedigrees as a
d irect descendant of Sturtevant and Muller. At
Lewis's homecoming celebration (he was en route
to a conference on homeotic genes in Switzerland
when the Nobel Prize was announced), almost
every speaker evoked the continuing Drosophila
tradi tion at Caltech and the contributions of
Morgan, Bridges, and Sturtevant in found ing
modern genetics. Lewis himself paid tribute to
their "enormous insight and intuition." But it
was Lewis's own insight and intuition to which
this Nobel Prize pays tribute, as well as to his
single-m inded and almost single- handed dedication to a line of basic research in classical genetics
that continues to yield remarkable insights in an
age of 'big science.'
- JD
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